Following Four hurricanes in one year, the devastating earthquake, and the outbreak of a cholera epidemic, God has been using our churches to lead many people to Christ and to deeper faith.

Our Churches are playing their role in building a new Haiti from the inside out.

Please Pray:

•that commitments made at the convention shape the people’s lives into the future

•that a vision for further church planting will take place in the coming year

•that God will call work teams to go to Haiti and help with various projects

•that William will have good recovery from cataract surgery.

Twenty-three of the almost 500 attenders were baptized at the Bois Neuf location. The tent for worship (above) was provided by EFC-ER.

Smiling faces of many ethnic groups make up the ministry in Haiti.

Ten young people from Northwest Yearly Meeting ministered to the Haitian young people.